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such as \Which iterations of which statements might a�ectthe value of elements 1 : 10 of array A in iterations I of state-ment s?" or \Which iterations of which statements dependon the value computed by iterations I of statement s?". Inaddition, we can specify any subset of an array to be thevariable of interest, rather than treating any assignment tothe array as an assignment to every location. The slice canbe executed to produce the same values for those elementsthat the full unsliced computation would produce.We can produce an iteration space slice for programswhere loop bounds and array subscripts are a�ne functionsof outer loop bounds and symbolic constants. Iteration setdescriptions can be very speci�c, such as f[k; i] : 1 � k <i � ng, and dependences can be described using relationssuch as f[k; i; i] ! [i; i0] : 1 � k < i < i0 � ng. These setsand relations can be represented and manipulated using theOmega library [KMP+95].Iteration space slicing is not simply a new kind of depen-dence analysis technique. Data dependence analysis �ndspairs of statement instances which access the same memory,and that information can be used to analyze communicationor prove legality of transformations. Iteration space slicingtakes dependence information as input to �nd all statementinstances from a given loop nest which must be executed toproduce the correct values for the speci�ed array elements.We can think of the slice as following chains of dependences(i.e. transitive dependences) to reach all statement instanceswhich can a�ect the result. For example, while dependenceinformation by itself can identify the endpoints of an in-terprocessor communication, slicing can identify everythingthat has to be done before that communication can takeplace.The key step in calculating an iteration space slice isto calculate the transitive closure of the data dependencegraph of the program [KPRS96]; the transitive dependencesthen are applied to the iterations of interest to produce theslice. Instead of edges being between statements in thegraph, edges are actually between iterations of the state-ments; therefore, we need to compute the transitive closureof an in�nite graph, because the iteration spaces may havesymbolic bounds. In previous work [KPRS96], we presentedtechniques for doing this and have implemented them withinthe Omega library. Computing iteration space slices thatare exact in all cases is impossible (as discussed in Section 3and [KPRS96], there is a reduction to an undecidable prob-lem). However, we can compute upper or lower bounds ona slice, as required. Alternative representations that wouldbe cruder but faster could also be used, although we do not



examine them in this paper.Iteration space slicing is primarily of interest in com-piling scienti�c programs that manipulate arrays, since forthese programs the dependencies tend to be such that aniteration space slice might be much smaller than a standardprogram slice. Slicing provides a framework from which tobuild compiler optimizations; each optimization that buildsupon it chooses what portion of the iteration space to slice,what slices to take, and in what order to execute result.Because it extracts some subset of the statements in aloop body and a subset of the loop nest's iterations, iterationspace slicing can be thought of as a �ner-grained approachthan many existing transformations, which might act on allstatements in a loop, or all iterations of an individual state-ment. A slice includes all and only those statement instanceswhich must be executed to produce the correct output (upto the precision of the transitive closure computation). It isa data-driven technique in that an optimizer does not workwith the loop structure, but instead speci�es which datashould be computed.One example of a compiler analysis which can use iter-ation space slicing is optimizing communication generatedby data-parallel compilers for message-passing machines.Given the distribution of data to processors, we can �rstuse dependence analysis to identify the data needed in in-terprocessor communications. Then, we can slice programswith respect to array elements sent or received, producingthe set of computations that must be performed before aninterprocessor communication can be sent, and the set ofcomputations that depend on receiving an interprocessorcommunication. These slices give us great exibility in re-ordering communication, since they preserve all the neces-sary dependences, but exclude computations that don't af-fect the communication. We explore using this informationin the following three ways.Enabling parallelization of fused loopsLoop fusion is merging the loop structure of two loops togenerate a single, fused loop which performs the work of bothoriginal loops. This transformation can reduce loop over-head, enable scalar replacement and improve cache perfor-mance. However, fusing two loops, neither of which carriesa dependence, can create a loop-carried dependence whichwould prevent parallelization of the fused loop (as shown inFigures 1a and 1b). By slicing out the iterations that areinvolved in interprocessor loop-carried dependences, we cancreate a large code fragment in which there are no interpro-cessor loop-carried dependences and loop fusion can be ap-plied pro�tably. In Figures 1c and 1d, parallel code is shownfor a block distribution of a and b, where lb and ub denotethe boundaries of the array region owned by the local pro-cessor. Enabling parallelization of fused loops is discussedin [MA97], and they provide a solution which only appliesto programs with constant dependence distances.Tolerating message latencyIn order to hide message latency, compilers try to overlapcomputation with communication. Consider a loop body(possibly containing inner loops), which may contain inter-processor dependences which are loop-independent with re-spect to the outer loop. We can divide a loop body intothree partitions: 1) those iterations which must be done be-fore some send; 2) those iterations which do not depend on

communication; and 3) those iterations which depend onsome receive. When those partitions are disjoint, we can ex-ecute them in the above order, doing the send between the�rst two sets and the receive between the second and third.Some of the iterations in the �rst set may not directly writedata which is needed o�-processor, but are included becausesuch a write statement transitively depends on them. By do-ing sends earlier and receives later, we transform programsso that they can tolerate more message latency. This alsoallows computations to run in a more loosely-coupled fash-ion, so that when one processor runs slightly ahead of theothers, it is not held back. Special cases of this optimizationhave been discussed in [KMR90, HKT93, AKMC94].Message aggregationMessage coalescing (or aggregation) is an important trans-formation on many machines where the start-up time for amessage is signi�cant. However, message aggregation exac-erbates message latency problems: if we coalesce messages,data is not sent as soon as it is ready, because it is helduntil there is more to send. In addition, a naive approachsimply delays sending the data until all of the values areready; in that situation, a program may execute some itera-tions before the sends that could be moved after the sends,further increasing delays (Figure 2). An iteration space slicecan extract those computations which must be done beforethe send, and postpone the rest, which enables pro�tablemessage coalescing in situations in which it would otherwiseintroduce signi�cant additional latency. A manual appli-cation of this optimization for block-cyclic Gaussian elimi-nation was discussed in [HKMCS94] but automation of thetransformation was beyond the capabilities of existing trans-formation systems. We derive both that transformation anda more sophisticated form that produces even better perfor-mance.The pro�tability of these optimizations depends on manymachine-speci�c factors, such as message startup time, mes-sage latency, and ability to overlap computation with com-munication. In this paper, we describe the necessary analy-sis and transformation techniques; methods to estimate thepro�tability of these optimizations on particular machinesare beyond the scope of this paper.The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Sec-tion 2, we describe the representations we use for iterationsets and dependence relations. In Section 3, we describe thetransitive closure of relations, which can be used to com-pute iteration space slices. In Section 4, we describe thetechniques to compute a slice. Section 5 describes applica-tions of the technique to Gaussian elimination. Finally, wepresent experimental results in Section 6, related work inSection 7, and a conclusion in Section 8.2 Iteration Sets and DependencesIn order to compute slices which are as small as possible, weneed accurate data dependence information. In particular,slicing depends on the ability to identify which individual it-erations are involved in a dependence. Most of the previouswork on program transformations in loops uses data depen-dence directions and di�erences to summarize dependencesbetween array references. In many cases, these abstractionsare too imprecise to use for slicing. Array dataow methods



for i = 1 to n doa(i) = a(i) + z(i)for i = 2 to n dob(i) = a(i) + a(i-1)(a) Original code a(1) = a(1) + z(1)for i = 2 to n doa(i) = a(i) + z(i)b(i) = a(i) + a(i-1)(b) After loop fusion (with loop carried dependence)
for i = lb to ub doa(i) = a(i) + z(i)if i == ub && ub < n then send a(i)if i == lb && lb >= 2 receive a(i-1)if i >= 2 thenb(i) = a(i) + a(i-1)(c) Fused and made SPMD

if ub < n thena(ub) = a(ub) + z(ub)send a(ub)if lb < ub then a(lb) = a(lb) + z(lb)for i = lb+1 to ub-1 doa(i) = a(i) + z(i)b(i) = a(i) + a(i-1)if lb < ub < n then b(ub) = a(ub) + a(ub-1)if ub == n then a(n) = a(n) + z(n)if lb < ub == n then b(n) = a(n) + a(n-1)if 2 <= lb thenreceive a(lb-1)b(lb) = a(lb) + a(lb-1)(d) Fused, made SPMD and slicedFigure 1: Using slicing to enable loop fusionX = ...Send XY = f(X)Z = g(X)Send ZOriginal Code X = ...Y = f(X)Z = g(X)Send X and ZNaive aggregation X = ...Z = g(X)Send X and ZY = f(X)Using slicingFigure 2: Using slicing for message aggregationfor k = 1 to n-1 dofor i = k+1 to n doS1 a(i,k) = a(i,k) / a(k,k)for j = k+1 to n doS2 a(i,j) += - a(k,j)*a(i,k)Figure 3: Gaussian elimination without pivoting[Ros90, TP92, PEH+93, Li92] provide information requiredto support array privatization, but don't provide informa-tion on exactly which iteration produced or needs a value.In order to get the iteration-level detail we require, we de-scribe dependences using integer tuple relations and describeiterations sets using integer tuple sets.2.1 Integer Tuple Relations and SetsAn integer k-tuple is simply a point in Zk. A tuple relation isa mapping from tuples to tuples. The relations may involvefree variables such as n in the following example: f [i] ![i + 1] j 1 � i < n g. These free variables correspond tosymbolic constants or parameters in the source program.Tuple relations and sets are represented using the Omegalibrary [Pug92, PW95, PW93, KMP+95] which is a collec-tion of routines for manipulating a�ne constraints over inte-ger variables. The Omega library allows tuple relations andsets to be manipulated using operations such as intersection,union, inverse, composition, and di�erence.

For example, for the simple form of Gaussian elimination(without pivoting) shown in Figure 3, the sets of iterationsof statements S1 and S2 can be described as I1 = f[k; i] :1 � k < i � ng and I2 = f[k; i; j] : 1 � k < i; j � ng.Dependences are naturally described as relations. For theGaussian example, the dependences are:D1!2 = f[k; i]! [k; i; j] : 1 � k < i; j � ngD2!1 = f[k; i; j]! [j; i] : 1 � k < j < i � ng[ f[k; i; i]! [i; i0] : 1 � k < i < i0 � ngD2!2 = f[k; i; j]! [j0; i; j] : 1 � k < j0 < i; j � ng[ f[k; i; j]! [i; i0; j] : 1 � k < i < j; i0 � ng[ f[k; i; j]! [j; i; j0] : 1 � k < j < i; j0 � ngOur assumption that di�erent execution instances of astatement can be usefully described as an iteration set de-pends on the control ow of the program consisting of wellstructured loops and conditions. This is not true in manygeneral purpose codes, but is fairly accurate for many sci-enti�c numerical applications.3 Transitive ClosureIn addition to the fairly standard operations supportedwithin the Omega library, we also provide a transitive clo-sure operator [KPRS96]. Given a tuple relation F , its tran-sitive closure is the least �xed point of:(x!z) 2 F � , x = z _ 9y s:t: (x!y) 2 F ^ (y!z) 2 F �



and its positive transitive closure is the least �xed point of:(x!z) 2 F+ , (x!z) 2 F_ 9y s:t: (x!y) 2 F ^ (y!z) 2 F+We can use the transitive closure operation to computethe transitive dependences of a program, which in turn areused to determine which iterations of which statements needto be included in a slice.Unfortunately, the exact transitive closure of an a�neinteger tuple relation may not be a�ne; in fact, it is notcomputable in the general case. We can encode multiplica-tion using transitive closure (and supporting multiplicationallows us to pose undecidable questions):f[x; y]! [x+ 1; y + z]g�is equivalent to:f[x; y]! [x0; y + z(x0 � x)] j x � x0gWhen our methods do not give us an exact answer, theygive us both an upper and lower bound on the true transitiveclosure. However, in practice our techniques frequently dogive us the exact answer. In [KPRS96] we found that in 2000code fragments from our problem domain, we could computethe exact transitive dependences in 99% of the cases. Forexample, for the Gaussian elimination code fragment, wecalculate the exact transitive dependences as:D+1!1 = f[k; i]! [k0; i0] : 1 � k < i � k0 < i0 � ng[ f[k; i]! [k0; i] : 1 � k < k0 < i � ngD+1!2 = f[k; i]! [k0; i; j] : 1 � k � k0 < i; j � ng[ f[k; i]! [k0; i0; j] : 1 � k < i � k0 < i0; j � ngD+2!1 = f[k; i; j]! [k0; i0] : 1 � k < i; j � k0 < i0 � ng[ f[k; i; j]! [k0; i] : 1 � k < j � k0 < i � ngD+2!2 = f[k; i; j]! [k0; i; j] : 1 � k < k0 < i; j � ng[ f[k; i; j]! [k0; i; j0] : 1 � k < j � k0 < i; j0 � ng[ f[k; i; j]! [k0; i0; j] : 1 � k < i � k0 < j; i0 � ng[ f[k; i; j]! [k0; i0; j0] : 1 � k < i; j � k0 < i0; j0 � ng4 Iteration space slicingIn traditional program slicing, given the data and controlow edges, the set of statements that are reachable via thetransitive closure of the dependence edges (in a forwards orbackwards direction, depending on the application) must becomputed; the transitive closure of a �nite graph can beeasily solved. In our application, where we �nd iterationsof statements, the transitive closure of the dependences isa much more complicated problem, as described in Section3. Once we have the transitive closure of the dependences,computing the iterations reachable from the designated it-erations is a straightforward application of the transitivedependences to the iterations of interest.In traditional program slicing, the �nal signi�cant is-sue is determining how to construct an executable slice[Wei84, Tip95]. Within our domain, this problem is verysimple because we assume well-structured control ow.Given a set of iteration spaces, we can use techniques[KPR95] implemented within the Omega library to generatee�cient code that enumerates those iteration spaces, execut-ing the selected iterations in the same order with respect toother selected iterations.

As an example of an iteration space slice, consider Gaus-sian elimination with a block-cyclic distribution of the sec-ond dimension of the matrix. First, we �nd iterations whichproduce data which will be sent to other processors. Withthis distribution, only one processor sends data within aniteration of the outer loop; the role of the sending processorrotates from one processor the next. Let width be the sizeof a cyclic block, and lb be the lower bound on the columnsin the processor's current block of the matrix.1 When a par-ticular processor p becomes the sender, it will send columnslb : : : lb+width� 1 to all other processors; these individualcolumns are candidates for message aggregation. To avoidpartially serializing the computation, we want to performonly the necessary computations before the send. Thesevalues are computed during iterationsS1 = I1 \ f[lb : lb + width� 1; �]gIf we compute a backwards slice of these iterations withrespect to the transitive dependences, we get:P1 = (D�1!1)�1(S1)= I1 \ f[k; i] : lb < n ^ k < lb + widthgP2 = (D�2!1)�1(S1)= I2 \ f[k; i; j] : lb < n ^ j < n ^ j < lb + widthgWe are not interested in the entire sets P1 and P2, sincethey include every iteration (back to the beginning of theprogram) on which S1 depends. Instead, we want to restrictour attention to the current set of iterations of the k loop(lb � k < lb + width). (We discuss extending this set inSection 5.4.) The iterations of the slice that occur whilelb � k < lb + width are:Q1 = P1 \ f[lb : lb + width� 1; �]g= f[k; i] : 1 � lb � k < i � n ^ k < lb + widthgQ2 = P2 \ f[lb : lb + width� 1; �; �]g= f[k; i; j] : 1 � lb � k < i � n ^ k < j < n^j < lb + widthgThe computations for lb � k < lb +width that are not partof the pre-send slice are:R1 = (I1 � P1) \ f[lb : lb + width� 1; �]g = ;R2 = (I2 � P2) \ f[lb : lb + width� 1; �; �]g= f[k; i; n] : 1 � lb � k < i � n ^ k < lb + widthg[ f[k; i; j] : 1 � lb � k < i � n ^ k < lb + width � j < ngUsing the code generation facilities of the Omega library,we can generate code for the slice (Q1,Q2) that must be donebefore the send, and code for the \complement" of the slice(the iterations that can be done after the send (R1,R2)).Within both the slice and the complement, the iterationsare performed in their original order (although reorderingtransformations could be applied to the individual slices ).Figure 4 represents the code generated by the Omega library.Note that the code in Figure 4 incorporates one subtlefeature that at �rst seems confusing. When n � lb+width�1, we do not perform column updates of the last columnbefore doing the send; since column n is never sent, updatingit is never part of a send slice. This is a valid optimization,which is in fact required by the rules of our transformation.In practice, it will not a�ect the performance but it comesfrom having a formally derived transformation.1lb may be symbolic, which allows us to apply this technique whenthe number of processors is unknown.



for k = 1 to n dop[k] = indexOfMaxAbs(a[k:n,k])for j = k to n doswap(a[k,j], a[p[k],j])for i = k+1 to n doa[i,k] = a[i,k] / a[k,k]for j = k+1 to n doa[i,j] = a[i,j] - a[k,j] * a[i,k]a) Gaussian elimination with partial pivoting
for k = 1 to n dop[k] = indexOfMaxAbs(a[k:n,k])for j = k to n doswap(a[k,j], a[p[k],j])for i = k+1 to n doa[i,k] = a[i,k] / a[k,k]send commreceive commfor i = k+1 to n dofor j = k+1 to n doa[i,j] = a[i,j] - a[k,j] * a[i,k]b) with communication addedfor kB = 1 to n by width dofor k = kB to min(kB+width,n) dop[k] = indexOfMaxAbs(a[k:n,k])for j = k to n doswap(a[k,j], a[p[k],j])for i = k+1 to n doa[i,k] = a[i,k] / a[k,k]send commreceive commfor i = k+1 to n dofor j = k+1 to n doa[i,j] = a[i,j] - a[k,j] * a[i,k]c) blocked according to sender
for kB = 1 to n by width do/* Only if I am not the sender */receive columns kB..min(kB+width,n) of a and pfor k = kB to min(kB+width,n) dop[k] = indexOfMaxAbs(a[k:n,k])for j = k to n doswap(a[k,j], a[p[k],j])for i = k+1 to n doa[i,k] = a[i,k] / a[k,k]for i = k+1 to n dofor j = k+1 to n doa[i,j] = a[i,j] - a[k,j] * a[i,k]/* Only if I am the sender */send columns kB..min(kB+width,n) of a and pd) Naive message aggregationforeach sender,do timeStep intersection slicesend commreceive commdo timeStep - slicee) Simple schema for improving message aggregation
foreach sender1,sender2,do timeStep1 intersection slice1send comm1receive comm1do timeStep1 - slice1do timeStep2 intersection slice2send comm2receive comm2do timeStep2 - slice2f) Resulting of unrolling (e)foreach sender1,sender2,do timeStep1 intersection slice1send comm1receive comm1do (timeStep1 - slice1) intersection slice2do timeStep2 intersection slice2send comm2do (timeStep1 - slice1) - slice2receive comm2do timeStep2 - slice2g) Slicing (f) to send message quicker
foreach senderdo timeStep_curr intersection slice_currsend commdo timeStep_prev - slice_prev - slice_currreceive commdo (timeStep_curr - slice_curr) intersection slice_nextdo timeStep_last - slice_lasth) Pipelining (g)Figure 5: Forms and schemas for transforming Gaussian elimination



for(k = lb; k <= min(n-1,lb+width-1); k++)for(i = k+1; i <= n; i++) {a[i,k] = a[i,k] / a[k,k]for(j = k+1; j <= min(lb+width-1,n-1); j++)a[i,j] = a[i,j] - a[k,j] * a[i,k]}send columnsfor(k = lb; k <= min(n-1,lb+width-1); k++)for(i = k+1; i <= n; i++) {for(j = width+lb; j < n; j++)a[i,j] = a[i,j] - a[k,j] * a[i,k]a[i,n] = a[i,n] - a[k,n] * a[i,k]}Figure 4: Sliced generated for Gaussian elimination withoutpivoting5 An application of slicing to Gaussian eliminationIn Figure 5a, we show a form of Gaussian elimination withpartial pivoting that will be the basis of our transformation.Note that we have assumed the existence of a primitive op-eration to �nd the pivot of each column. If the source useda loop containing a conditional to �nd the pivot, the depen-dence analysis might be more di�cult.5.1 Standard parallel form for Gaussian elimina-tionIn Figure 5b, we sketch the form of a parallel form of Gaus-sian elimination, where the matrix is distributed by columns.One minor optimization that has been applied here is to dis-tribute the i loop so as to allow the pivot column to be sentearlier. This is the code that would be generated by mostparallelizing compilers for this problem.In all parallel codes, we assume that the transformationsto limit the computations to those executed on each proces-sor, and to limit the sends and receives to just the appro-priate processors, are performed in a later step.5.2 Naive AggregationWith a block-cyclic distribution, it appears attractive[HKMCS94] to coalesce the communication of the adjacentcolumns that belong to one processor.A �rst approach might be as follows: we �rst block thek loop by the width of the cyclic blocks, so that in eachblock, a single processor owns the elements being communi-cated, as shown in Figure 5c. Unfortunately, a dependencecarried by the k loop prevents distribution of the inner-kloop, which would allow us to place the communication ef-fectively. To aggregate the communication, we are reducedto simply moving the communication out of the inner k-loop, as shown in Figure 5d. Since within each k-block,only a single processor is sending data, this is guaranteed tobe safe and deadlock-free. However, it serializes a substan-tial part of the computation: the sending processor performsall the computations of a single iteration of kB before send-ing, although the send itself does not require it. Traditionaltransformations cannot extract only the necessary portionof the second i loop.

5.3 Slicing within a time stepTo get better performance from coalescing, we need to per-form only those computations which must be done beforethe send, and delay everything else until after the commu-nication. To extract only the necessary computations, weneed to use slicing.Once again, we block the outer k loop so that withineach block, only a single processor is computing values thatare needed on other processors. In the same block of the kloop, the processor will also compute values which will notbe sent; we want to �rst compute the values that will becommunicated, and delay the execution of those that won'tbe.We produce an iteration space slice using as the criteriathe region to be sent within a block of k. By the de�nitionof an iteration space slice, it contains every computationwhich can a�ect the sent data, and excludes the computa-tions which made the naive approach unpro�table. Separateiteration space slices are computed to perform the compu-tations which depend upon received values, and those whichcan be done at any point in the block of k. The result isshown in Figure 5e. This slicing gives us code similar tothat in Figure 4 (although that code doesn't include piv-oting). This is equivalent to an optimization proposed in[HKMCS94].5.4 Slicing across multiple time stepsSlicing the code within a time step permits us to coalescemessages without a huge penalty, and depending on machinedetails, may improve performance by itself. However, it doesnot hide the latency of that communication. Since all theprocessors start the execution of the next iteration of the lbloop at about the same time, the receiving processors mustwait for the message from the sending processor. Even ifwe send the message as quickly as possible, there will bea delay. We can further improve the code by making surethat the sending processor gets a head start on each timestep of k, so that the message will be waiting for receivingprocessors when they need it, by postponing operations fromthe previous time step.One approach is to unroll the loop, exposing a largerportion of the iteration space to be sliced. Figure 5f showsthe e�ect of unrolling the loop in Figure 5e. We can seethat between receiving communications 1 and sending com-munications 2, we might be doing more work than needed.We can use slicing to delay unneeded work until after send-ing communications 2, as shown in Figure 5g. This im-proves the latency tolerance within the outer loop, butdoesn't help between one iteration and the next. By usingtechniques similar to those used for software pipelining, wecan get the e�ects of unrolling the loop many times with-out actually unrolling the loop; this gives us the schemashown in 5h. The transformed code for Gaussian elimi-nation is too large to include here, but can be found athttp://www.cs.umd.edu/projects/omega/slicing. Thissame scheme could be applied directly to Cholesky decom-position and to QR decomposition via Given's rotations.6 Experimental ResultsExperiments were performed on an IBM SP/2 with 16 pro-cessors, running AIX 4.1 and using IBM MPI libraries, andusing the high-speed switch in interrupt-driven mode. The



interrupt-driven mode imposes an additional overhead oneach communication, but permits non-blocking communica-tion (when the switch is used in polled mode, no apprecia-ble communication occurs unless both processors are simul-taneously executing communication code [SHFG95]). Theoptimizations we describe are very dependent on having acommunication system that supports non-blocking I/O thatcan be overlapped with computation.6.1 Gaussian elimination with partial pivotingWe ran three parallel versions of Gaussian elimination withpartial pivoting using both a cyclic and block-cyclic distri-bution. We speci�ed the loop to slice, and performed theloop blocking manually, and then program slices were gen-erated automatically. Communication statements were in-serted manually. The �rst code was a straightforward par-allelization with no coalescing (Figure 5c). The second codeperformed coalescing via slicing a single time step (Figure5e). The third code corresponds to the pipelined version(Figure 5g).Two optimizations were hand-applied to all codes (in-cluding the sequential version against which speedups werecomputed). The matrix was transposed from its original or-der, and the j and i loops were interchanged in order toachieve better cache performance. Parallel versions scaledvery poorly without this transformation. We hope that in-corporating our techniques into a data-parallel compiler willallow us to take advantage of a full set of optimizations andimprove performance.We ran the codes for problem sizes 512, and 1024; forcyclic block sizes 1,2, 4, 8, 16, and 32; on 2, 4, 8, 12, and16 processors. In nearly all cases, the version sliced overmultiple time steps outperformed the broadcasting version.Furthermore, the version sliced across multiple time stepswas able to hide signi�cantly more latency than the versionsliced over one step.Speedups for some of those problem sizes are presented inTables 1 and 2 Speedups are computed against a sequentialversion, with no parallel overhead. Note that in the cyclic(1)case, the version which is sliced within a time step shouldbe identical to the code in with each column is broadcast assoon as it is computed; di�erences are due to the di�erentloop structure and di�erent communication calls used.Overall speedups are only fair. We found that toward theend of the execution, as the number of column applicationsper block of the k loop shrank, the low ratio of computationto communications was a large performance hit. On somesmaller problem sizes on larger numbers of processors, theamount of work assigned to each processor was not su�-cient to hide latency of communication. In these cases theaggregation without latency tolerance can be detrimental.7 Related WorkAlthough there is a large body of work on program slicing[Wei84, Tip95, Kri], we are unaware of any work describingthe concept of computing an iteration space slice. However,our work does not address many of the important issues thatothers have studied, such as complicated or irregular controlow and interprocedural slicing.Manjikian and Abdelraham [MA97] discussed the prob-lem of loop-fusion creating loop-carried dependences andpreventing parallelism. Their solution [MA97] works only in

the presence of constant dependence distances and generatescode that requires a barrier and will be ine�cient if messagelatency is high. Since their method requires constant de-pendence distances, it works well in the case of non-periodicstencil computations. However, if the stencil computation isperiodic (e.g., the �rst column is considered to be the rightneighbor of the last column), the non-constant distance de-pendence distance will make it inapplicable. Their paperalso discusses a number of issues related performing loop fu-sion and avoiding cache conicts while doing so. We do notaddress those issues here, and might pro�t from using theirmethods.Adve, Koelbel, and Mellor-Crummey [AKMC94] notethat splitting o� the iterations that are needed beforeor depend on non-local computations can be bene�cial,and discuss how this is done in simple stencil computa-tions such as SOR. Simple cases of this optimization havebeen discussed or implemented by a number of researchers[KMR90, HKT93]Hiranandani et.al.[HKMCS94] discuss a number of is-sues related to the generation of e�cient code for block-cyclic data distributions. In their conclusion, they mentionthat aggregating the sends of each column would decreasethe communications costs, and suggest the transformationdescribed in Section 5.3, but admit that the techniques de-scribed in the paper are insu�cient to enable or derive thattransformation. The additional level of optimization acrossmultiple time steps described in Section 5.4 is not discussed.Adve, Koelbel and Mellor-Crummey [AKMC94] describean optimization for which \...no parallelizing compiler hasattempted the more di�cult analysis and reordering of com-putations needed to deduce the optimization of DGEFAfrom the original source." This optimization is a restrictedcase of the transformation described in Section 5.4, for apure cyclic distribution.8 ConclusionWe have described iteration space slicing, an extension ofprogram slicing that computes the set of iterations that de-pend on or inuence the events of interest. While this anal-ysis might have a number of uses, we have focused on tak-ing slices of parallel programs with respect to computationsthat produce or depend on inter-processor communication.In particular, we can use slicing to enable loop fusion, toler-ate message latency and allow message coalescing. We haveexplored several di�erent patterns or schemas for using slic-ing for these purposes, but we don't claim to have exhaustedthe set of such schemas, or found the very best schemas.Our techniques for allowing loop fusion, tolerating la-tency, and allowing message coalescing encompass the tech-niques proposed by other researchers, while being more gen-eral (for example, by not requiring constant dependence dis-tances). For Gaussian elimination, we have been able toderive sophisticated program transformations from a simpleand high-level schema. For the pure cyclic case, we derivecode which is equivalent to that described as too di�cultfor automatic derivation by other researchers. For the block-cyclic case, we have derived a more sophisticated form whichincorporates the same message aggregation but also hidesthe latency which aggregation introduces. Our experimentalresults with the block-cyclic code show improvements overcode without the optimization. We plan to incorporate thetechnique into an optimizing data-parallel compiler, which
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